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A personal leadership philosophy (PLP) “...strongly influences how we interpret reality and guide[s] our understanding of influencing humans...[and]...affects how we react to people, events, and situations around us.” (Ambler, 2012)


Challenge yourself to craft a personal leadership philosophy!
Share online and tag it with #SAA2020PLP

**PLP Components: Let’s Break It Down!**

**BELIEFS**
What do you believe as a leader and how does this guide you?

**ATTITUDE**
When leading, what will your thoughts be like? What will your words be like?

**PRINCIPLES**
What do you value in a leader and how does that affect your leadership style?

**BEHAVIOR**
What actions do you expect to take? How do those actions vary in different situations?

To best guide others, determine what guides you.

Define these components for YOU. (Tip: Think of someone who inspires you!) Next, put these components together to build a personal leadership philosophy statement—aim for one paragraph at the most.